
Randall G. Lynch Middle School AMI Waiver Request

The following slides represent Farmington Middle School’s AMI days. Due to 
absenteeism with staff members and students, FMS pivoted on two additional days this 
winter. Teachers worked remotely and held Google Meets with their students in an 
effort to continue learning. Non-Certified employees worked on other campuses to help 
with the shortage of substitute teachers. 

Included in the slides are percentages of participation, activities and instructional 
materials, as well as parent communication.

We appreciate your willingness to consider this request. If you have any questions or 
need additional information I am happy to assist you.

Julia Williams-RGLMS Principal

Tracy Sutton-RGLMS Assistant Principal



Randall G. Lynch Middle School 6th Grade

AMI Work 
Completed: 94%
Partial: 4%
Incomplete: 2%

Attendance Percentage: 98%



6th grade Communication



6th grade Literacy
For the Feb. 23-25 AMI Days, ELA 

lessons reviewed  
comprehension, plot, figurative 
language, context clues, theme, 

pronouns, and inferencing. 
Student completion rates are as 

follows:

ELA AMI Worksheets

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pb7vlZFSgGanpb9m2PcJUICx9uzn9CBJ?usp=sharing


6th Grade Math - Friday, Feb 25th

On Friday, students completed practice problems 
over subtracting decimals. They also completed a 
combination practice of adding and subtracting 
decimals. Along with a warm-up review question over 
unit rate.



6th grade Science

Science worked on a couple of skill 
based things for ACT Aspire 
Preparation during our AMI days.  

1. We completed a practice test 
for the ACT Aspire Science 
test.  The results of this will be 
used to drive instruction during 
our boot camp.

2. We completed an assignment 
for data analysis.

ACT Aspire Science Practice Test

Measures of Central Tendency

Assignment for Data Analysis

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qQUxRNNsYyJGJYItzGPZJ-IqiJPrF9Oi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FaCLf6OnwLqhw-dkhZto4cy1dYCaA_nT/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hZEOd69cPaMlsLiPE7TX9qNnw9QXZaJJ35teYgmcFYs/edit?usp=sharing


Randall G. Lynch Middle School 5th Grade

AMI Work 
Completed: 76.1%
Partial: 11.6%
Incomplete: 12.3%

Attendance Percentage: 88%



5th Grade Communication



5th grade Math
Fifth Grade math completed a volume sheet.  One side, students had to find base x 
height and length x height x width to figure the volume.  On the other side, students 
had to find the length, width and height using the cubes before they could figure 
volume.



5th Grade Literacy

AMI Day Friday, February 25 

 Literacy lessons focused on  
comprehension, figurative 

language, context clues, plot, theme, 
inferencing, showing evidence. 

They also also reviewed 
complex/compound sentences, and 

punctuation.



5th grade Science
Fifth grade science worked on comparing and contrasting different natural disasters. It connected to our 
unit by providing information about limiting factors and how they affect populations of organisms. The 
graphic organizer used was a Venn Diagram.



Randall G. Lynch Middle School 4th Grade

AMI Work 
Completed: 93%
Partial: 2%
Incomplete: 5%

Attendance Percentage: 95%



4th grade Communication



4th grade Literacy

> Picture copy of paper 
packet- Friday, Feb. 25th work
> 1 video for paper packet 
instructions
> 1 video for read aloud and 
strategies for Train Ride Home 
passage

-Students can identify regular and irregular plurals; as well as, 
synonyms and antonyms 
-Students can determine the meaning of words and 
phrases as they are used in a text-Students can read and 
comprehend complex literary and informational texts 
independently and proficiently



4th grade Math
Students compared, ordered, 

and rounded multi-digit whole 
numbers within 1,000,000.



4th grade Science Students were required to read a 
nonfiction text and complete the 
vocabulary understanding.



4th grade Science Modifications/Accommodations 

Posted to Google Classroom:

Students were required to read a nonfiction 
text.
The headphones at the top left were linked 
for students to have access to hear the 
passage.



Mrs. Taylor

Special education students worked on 
reading skills base on students’ individual 

Needs.Their writing assignment was to come up 
with a topic sentence, 3 main reasons, and 

concluding statement. 

Completed: 90%
Partial: 5%

Incomplete: 5%



Mrs. Taylor’s Completed AMI Work
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Mr. Burgess
Special education students worked on 

reading skills based on students’ individual 
needs. 

Their writing assignment was to come up 
with a topic sentence, 3 main reasons, and 

a concluding
statement. 

Complete: 80%
Partial: 13%
Incomplete: 7%



Mrs. Prince

Special education students were given 
math assignments based on their 
individualized needs. Some students 
worked on multiplication fact fluency 
while others worked on multi-digit 
subtraction with regrouping or on 
creating sums that were equal to 100. 

● Complete: 80%
● Partial: 15%
● Incomplete: 5%



 
Music, ART, PE, Computer Lab

 Classes


